We have a dream…
Control of dynamic deflection of a jet without any part in movement: 
Control zone of interest
The turbulent kinetic energy shows that the control zone of jet is not just after the exit flow. What was the intuition before computation.
It is located little bit away from the exit.
High turbulence zone in z plane indicates the fact.
Flow field for x-velocity for y = 0 for 3D simulation of the nozzle Flow field for x-velocity for z = constant for 3D simulation of the nozzle Flow field for x-velocity in x -direction
For the inlet velocity 10m/s, at the throat 30 m/s velocity is obtained.
Even slight velocity ratio for 1.5 (15ms-1/10ms) is able to deviate the jet either side.
And some experiments…
And some experiments… And some experiments… Can it work on airplanes?
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